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WHAT IS INTERIOR
DESIGN FOCUSED ON
HUMAN NEEDS?
We hear a lot of things about
beautiful spaces, trends, colors and
styles, but where are the clients
when we talk about interior design?
For the House-Coaching™ Institute,
clients are the center of the design
process. It is a deeper creative
process than traditional design
because we add empathy and life
coaching tools.
"This class opened up a whole new world of
applications for my career...!"

THIS TRAINING PROGRAM IS RIGHT
FOR YOUR CURRICULUM IF...
You want to offer your students a more
humanistic view of interior design.
You seek to provide a purposeful career to
your students through design and accompany
them in their pursuit of it.
You seek to give your students practical tools
to realize projects that support human
development.

ABOUT THIS PROGRAM
Duration: to be agreed depending on
the needs of the educational institution.
Available in English and Spanish
Featured components of this course include
videos, experiential exercises, downloadable
study material.

SKILLS THEY WILL LEARN
To discover functional, aesthetic and
emotional needs in depth, according to
the levels of Steno's pyramid.
To translate the functional, aesthetic and
emotional needs of your client into an
interior design proposal.

To learn more about
House-Coaching™
request a free Master
Class for your
institution at:
info@housecoachinginstitute.com

I feel that in the architecture career this kind of bridges between the professional and the clients are missing. Not
only to be able to hear about the technical, physical, spatial needs, but to go beyond that and really connect with the
people and understand what moves them, in order to create a purpose and come up with a solution to create spaces
that make sense for people and that an architect or a designer can incorporate this into their professional life and be
more successful in their career.
Elisa - Architecture Student

